Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 4-04-14
Welcome back everyone – it has been a long winter and while the calendar has officially entered springtime –
Im not so sure that we are actually there yet. Snowfall March 24th and lows in the teens March 25th meant that
old man winter has not let go of us just yet as far as temperatures go. As far the winter itself went it has been far
from quiet from what I observed. Education talks were very well attended whether it was at Mauh-Nah-Tee-See
in Rockford or Nashville GC in Nashville IL to Medinah CC at the annual CDGA club leadership conference
led by the venerable Mr S. Solow – guys are suffering from some severe forms of cabin fever.
From my perspective it has been intriguing picking up on methods and thoughts behind how to deal with the
winter. I do feel however that there are extremes that we have dealt with this year that it may have not made one
iota of difference. Instances of ice build up were reported in late December and unfortunately some courses
never shook the ice cover until early March. That time period 80-84 days will have certainly wiped out a lot of
Poa annua – pictures are below. The courses with bentgrass of course avoided the worry of this but at the same
time the recovery to growth may take a little longer than many of us would like.
From the personnel standpoint, we have hired Ron Townsend as our Director of Turfgrass Research. Ron a
fellow Buckeye (I know I’m infesting the place) worked with the pathology program at OSU and most recently
was up in Exmoor with the esteemed Mr. K. Galisdorfer. Ron was a Toro/Nicklaus scholarship award winner at
OSU as well as a winner of the Trans-Miss scholarship. Ron will allow us to return to a much more normal
research service while also aiding with data and website handling. Ron will contribute to the scouting report
regularly and he may also be seen at meetings acting as my translator…..
The inevitable changes occurred over the winter period and I can only say that I wish everyone the best
wherever the path of life takes them next and hope to cross paths soon.
Finally – opening dates are behind for everyone and compared to the last ten years at one local course we are as
much as one month behind with snow still on some courses in places.
March 2004 – 1st week open
March 2005 – 4th week open
March 2006 – 1st week open
March 2007 – 3rd week open
March 2008 – No golf
March 2009 – 1st week open
March 2010 – 3rd week open
March 2011 – 3rd week open
March 2012 – Open by start of month
March 2013 – 4th week open
Finally – seed head control is going to be a personal choice – remember seed can be sown 5 days after primo
applications and primo can be applied safely after 2 leaf emergence.

Climate:
Snow has been the big talking point from records standpoint and this winter now arrives in as second all time in
total snow fall. I am not sure if we will reach the all time snow fall record though there may be one more push
to get us there – which is not really what any one wants of course! The winter of 1979 is the only one that
surpasses this and unfortunately the results of that winter maybe a little cloudy in many of our minds.
Sentiments on ice formation varied early but it seems that there was more ice underneath the snow than
everyone thought. There were three dates that we saw defrost and actually temperatures above 40 °F. The first
of these was when I thought that we might see a problem and this occurred Jan 9-14 (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Weather conditions that were seen in the Chicago area for January and February 2013.
From my perspective and with a focus on Poa in particular there was two things happened on those dates.
1) Temperatures rose enough to possibly trigger some form of Poa growth response – once it froze again on the
13th – there was no hardening off period – therefore ice crystal formation was possible as well as a little
camouflage to the problems because some greening basically was frozen in time. The problem with that for
many managers is that there is an appearance of green once ice initially comes off but then the plant goes
backwards in a sense and leaves managers unsure of how healthy turf is. There is not much that can be done
about it unfortunately as Poa has the ability to torture our minds whether its winter or summer.
2) During those January dates I was out on greens surfaces in the locale (Picture 1) and I noticed two things,
water was running under snow and the top 2 inches of rootzones were soft. My concern was that water never
completely got off green surfaces and that ice formation was going to be directly around the growing points of
plants. The unfortunate unknown was how long the ice and cold would last for at that stage. This ice was further
enhanced by melting in February where melt water from the top ran through the snow pack and then refroze –
this enhanced ice depths and added to the problems – especially in low spots.

Finally – sampling of course is a big deal and ensuring that you took more than one sample per green will have
given you a better idea as to overall damage. One plug from a low spot is more than likely going to give you
100% kill funnily enough but 5-6 plugs around the green will tell a truer story!
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Picture 1. Melting snow/ice formation on a Chicago Golf Course, January 10th 2014.
Patience is required of course right now – conditions are not conducive to much except looking at the turf as it
struggles to get going, predicted temperatures of 60 °F are going to help warm that rootzone, but frost depths
still vary and so care is needed both from root damage and also wet surfaces with heavy equipment. Reports of
frost depth varied from 12” to as much as 48” over the year and of course this was impacted by snow cover and
site. I do think we had a sufficient hardening of period in November prior to snow cover and so that did help
somewhat. The freeze thaw cycle has started also and so covers on certain areas may be needed to avoid any
issues.
Disease:
For the most part guys who made snow mold control apps on greens surfaces whether it was one app or two
seem to be pretty clean. Roughs and fairways are a little beaten up (Picture 2,3,4) but if we can dry out and
warm up a little hopefully we can get recovery to reduce the scarring, impact of applications now will be
somewhat minimal until grass growth returns. Scarring is apparent from late season dollar spot (Picture 5) and I
am wondering whether those areas will continue to be problems going into the summer – that being the case
getting out there on young/small dollar spot populations might be a good idea. Current long range forecast
reports have us in for an average summer with about 1” less rainfall – which I think we would take it if we
could get it – but who knows! If you are on wet surfaces and are afraid of problems based on coming weather
conditions then there are some granular fungicides available that may get you through without affecting greens
surface quality.
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Picture 2. Snow mold activity on a golf course in Chicago this week.
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Picture 3. Snow mold up close and personal on a golf course in Chicago this week.
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Picture 4. Some rather damaged looking untreated fairway turf in North Central Illinois recently.
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Picture 5. Dollar spot scars very visible from late season dollar spot activity in Chicago area this week

Insects:
Of course there was limited impact from insects and hopefully you had a deep enough freeze to set back a lot of
insects including mosquitoes for the year. Voles were active under the snow of course (Picture 5) but for the
most part their scars will be superficial. The predicted demise of our favorite borer EAB seemingly is not going
to happen. Entomologists around the region have indicated that the temperatures did not get down to the -29 °F
in the tree trunk to get a good kill.

Picture 6. Vole damage in North Central Illinois recently.
Weeds:
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While not overly active have already begun to re appear – mouse ear chickweed (Picture 7) was spotted this
week at Sunshine Course so the battle has begun.

Picture 7. Mouse ear chickweed appeared this week.
The rest of the problems are hopefully still buried in the cold weather and not looking to make an appearance
just yet.

Management Strategies:
A whole range of issues could be addressed in this first report of the year but I suspect that first and foremost
death of poa is on most peoples mind. As stated at the start – damage to poa has varied but undoubtedly there is
damage. To recover from the problem there are some solutions that you may or may not like to consider.
Presumably a seed purchase has either been completed or is in the near future on the way. The question is if you
have lost ‘some’ Poa and not all what do you do in regard to seed head / Poa control this year?
If you plan on seedhead control – start watching www.gddtracker.org using your zip code as many of you
further south are already on that time for proxy/primo applications. It’s also not too far away for people further
north – as unbelievable as it sounds. Hopefully surfaces do begin to dry out enough to allow some equipment on
them. I would not consider seeding prior to application for two reasons. One soil temperatures are no where
near optimal for bentgrass seed germination and seed can only be spread 5 days after application of growth
regulators. Soil temperatures need to be 55-60°F before you get optimal bentgrass germination so if seed is
limited in availability why seed early and get 25% germination because of cold and loss of seed due to rainfall?
It seems that holding off for 20 days and getting in the two seed head apps makes more sense – this is a personal
choice of course.
Crucially you may decide to seed and use covers – then you may have some flexibility where you apply growth
regulators while also gaining the warming impact of the covers – do be careful that covers are not left on once
temperatures rise above 60-65°F however as there is a possibility for extra unneeded humidity. By putting them
on you can also expect that there will be some disease incidence and so plan accordingly.
If you decide to not go for seedhead control maybe you have a small enough population that you decide to take
the nuclear option and try to obliterate any poa that is left. 14-16 days after seed emergence of creeping
bentgrass is a good and safe time to make velocity applications – it may be a great opportunity to put a serious
hurt on Poa if you have below 20% poa in some of your greens (If Poa could talk Im sure its screaming for help
and also wondering why we want to annihilate it – simply put – stop dying on its own would be a good start!)
Other issues to consider – if you decide to start flinging seed – remember – you need access to water first –
make sure the irrigation system has not been compromised due to heave by freeze thaw heave. Phosphorous
applications will be needed in those areas to encourage establishment – both pre and post seeding.
From the perspective of death – the damage has varied, bentgrass managers seem to have had little problems
(Picture 8) but of course a cool wet spring will not help it start to really grow and produce high quality playing
surfaces. It seems that no matter which way we are situated that there will be a battle.
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Picture 8. Clear delineation between bentgrass (L) and Poa surfaces on a Chicago golf course this week.

Research Update:
Snow mold projects produced some excellent results to date. Pigmented products were used in stand alone
format as well as mixed with fungicides and so while we had little disease pressure at Medinah CC, Kemper
Lakes certainly produced excellent pressure (Picture 9). We are looking for a greening and warming effect with
some of the products over the next month as we go forward.
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Picture 8. Excellent snow mold pressure at Kemper Lakes with pigmented products showing residual value for
November applications. Disease control seemed pretty good aswell!
The biosolid and slow release fertilizer project has not shown any activity as of yet. Temperatures of course
have suppressed any activity . Projects have started to come across our desk and if you would like your golf
course used as a site please contact me at enangle@cdga.org or Ron Townsend rtownsend@cdga.org to offer a
site. Currently bentgrass, mixed poa/bent and predominant poa greens surfaces are needed while we are also
looking for bentgrass fairway sites – as well as a very fast response on people who had untreated fairways and
are seeing some serious snow mold pressure.

FINALLY!!!!!
It was an interesting trip to Florida this week to talk pigments – uses in South Florida tend to focus more on the
winter season funnily enough and there is a greater focus on colorant/warming/leaf spot control rather that light
impacts. It was also nice and warm although they thought 60 °F was cold…… Patience will be key and this
current week’s weather with the return of very cold temperatures has not helped anything – a slow bumpy
spring can be a fairly good forecast!

I know you have all been waiting for it – question of the week!!
What caused this…

Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent reports are linked below dated 03/12/14 and 03/25/14

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update03_12_14.cfm.
http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update03_25_14.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch / @cdgaresearchmgr
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

